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Happy New Year!
We hope all of you enjoyed a wonderful holiday
season, you deserved it. Terri and I finished work on
our cottage this year so we were able to move the inlaws in with us, quite a treat. Finally had someone to
watch the old classics with. The grand kids just don’t
seem to get into Bing Crosby and Danny Kay, and
why do those shoes make that tapping noise? To top it
off, all day John Wayne marathon on Christmas day.
Life is good.
We do have some challenges ahead but they were put
in motion last year. Got to love that gas tax. I looked it
up, as far as I can decipher in California we’re up to
about $.77 cents per gallon in tax. How the hell did we
get there? Back to those old movies classic days but I
do remember paying $.30 cents for a gallon of gas,
and got the windshield washed. It’s an amazing thing
to look at the tax structure on a gallon of gas. There’s
this fee and that fee, federal tax then a state tax,
THEN, a sales tax. Tax on a tax on a tax, didn’t we
have a Tea Party over that a couple hundred years ago.
Here’s one that you don’t know about but are sure to
feel, the electronic log. This one is starting to hurt
already. It has to do with hours of service, tracking
how many hours the drivers are on the road and their
pinged in-between scales. No one wants the long
haulers falling asleep at the wheel so it seems
harmless enough. NOT. Tale of a trucker, about three
weeks ago our trucker has an appointment to pick up a
pallet of carrots for us; he has an appointment, backs
into the dock and waits.

Usually take a snooze and wait to be woken to get
loaded. Because of some problems at the dock he was
six hours waiting, which is bad enough but that is
considered drive time now. By the time he was loaded
he had to park his rig because his drive time was spent
at the dock. This is not an isolated occurrence. It has
gotten bad enough where truckers are boycotting
coming to California. The North West and Texas areas
have tripled their rates to California; this is a direct
cost to you.
How did you vote on this issue? Oh, that’s right it
wasn’t a ballet issue and the folks that made that law
were appointed. About four years ago I received a
letter from CARB saying all my refrigeration units
needed to be upgraded. Why I said, there all working
fine, need to be new engines, ouch, $300,000 and it’s
a $1,000 fine a day if you don’t comply. We had about
4 or 6 months to do this and we did. One of the
tabloids we subscribe to had an article on this which
went on to say this law will probably go into effect in
a couple years. Now keep in mind the law went on to
say that every seven years we have to do this. So, I
called down to the CARB office and said HEY you
said I had 6 months to comply, now its two years?
Yes, we sent the bill into a comment period. So, do I
get two extra years for because I did what you asked?
No, was the answer by the appointed folks in the
office. That’s all the political crap you’ll hear from me
this year.

Steve Del Masso
President
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White & Yellow Corn –
On The

MARKET
We are just beginning to feel the affect of the cold
weather that passed through SoCal, Arizona and
Mexico. The true outcome will be known in the
next few weeks.

Iceberg, Romaine, Red, Green &
Butter Lettuce – Scattered reports have
surfaced that access to some fields are being delayed
by “ice on the ground”. It sure looks like we will be
dealing with tip burn, smaller sizes and pricey items
throughout the month.

Red & Green Cabbage –

The Santa Maria
season continues unabated with no changes in price
or supply.

Broccoli & Cauliflower –

The cold weather
in Arizona stymied the growth of Broccoli and
Cauliflower. Prices have increased significantly and
no one is saying they won’t climb even higher.

Celery –

The Oxnard season continues along
without any negative news.
It’s plentiful and
reasonable.

Root Vegetables – January will be a repeat of
last month. Red Beets are coming from Bakersfield
and are beautiful and highly promotable. All other
Roots are still sourced from the Northwest.

I pulled the pin on
domestic production and switched to Mexico grown.
Quality wise, it is head, ear and shoulders above the
end of the Coachella crop.

Green Onions –

The cooler weather that went
through Arizona also made a stopover in the Green
Onion producing region of Mexico. Prices have
increased appreciably. The big question is whether
they will go higher? Normal pricing should occur
between the 2nd and 3rd week of the month.

Red, Yellow & White Onions –

The
current challenge is not price or availability but
transportation; getting Onions from Washington to
here. Due to an absence of return loads and extended
layover time, truckers are either abandoning loads or
simply refusing to take them on.

Russet Potatoes –

are in that steady price
zone where they will stay for the next 3-4 months.

Potatoes of Color –

Prices remain
balanced without a hint or expectation of a pending
change. Quality is excellent.

Fingerling Potatoes –

While Yellow Banana
volume is not as great this month as the prior one,
demand is still outpacing last year by a wide margin.
The solid relationships we established over the years
with California and Oregon growers is a great help in
sourcing the best of the best.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes –

Last month I
mentioned we will be carrying an additional and new
Sweet Potato variety, Stokes Purple Sweet Potatoes.
The reaction has been surprisingly strong and the
internal decision was to make the commitment to set
aside some floor space dedicated just for Purples.
The feedback we received on how they were prepared
and served was amazingly creative.
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Apples & Pears –

The season is going at full
speed. Pricing is slightly higher than we would like to
see but demand continues to increase year over year.
Pear quality and availability is closely following suit
with Apples. Pears will be plentiful for the next few
months.

Mangoes –

The “Tommy” Mango season in
Ecuador and Brazil has come to a close and is being
supplanted by Kent Mangoes from Peru. Quality
and flavor is on par with Tommy’s but a couple
shades lighter in color.

Papayas – The flow of Maradol Papayas into the
U.S.A. continues at an inconsistent rate. It fluctuates
from a free flow to a trickle. It’s all dependent on the
USDA inspections at the border. Hawaii Papayas
remain the high-quality alternative to Mexico
Maradols.

Mushrooms –

We are now into a period where
Hot House Mushrooms are a steady commodity with
few, if any, glitches in supply. Now that the holidays
are behind us, Canadian and California growers
compete fiercely with each other for our “every day”
Mushroom order.

Round & Roma TOMATOES – We
finally made it through the Round Tomato
transition to Culiacán, Mexico but oh boy was it a
rough go! Color may be a minor issue for a bit
but all should be well and good by mid-month.
Expect some price relief before then.
The Roma Tomato transition fared much better
than Rounds. I am seeing far greater volume,
better pricing and excellent quality.

Specialty Mushrooms –

I’m seeing more
offerings on the market; Oyster, Chanterelles, Black
Trumpets and Hen of the Woods. Please call to
enquire regarding additional varieties. As rain and
moist soil becomes the norm, we will see more begin
to pop up.

SQUASH – New growing areas in Mexico are
starting up. Zucchini and Yellow Squash will be
plentiful and reasonable throughout the month.

EGGPLANT – The consistency and quality
we are receiving from Nogales is outstanding. I
am seeing some really nice-looking Eggplant.

MIKE

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS – We
made it through all the holidays with ease.
Green Beans are plentiful and beautiful.
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Seasonal Trends
by DIRK

Green, Red, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
The Bell Pepper transition into Mexico is
complete. Green Bells are abundant and
reasonable. Red and Yellow Bell production is
gradually catching up.

LIMES – The weather has significantly
improved in the Veracruz area which is helping
the Lime crop get back to where it should be.
Quality is improving and prices are descending.

CUKES – Expect January to be quite different
from the previous six months. It will be one
underscored by fluctuations in quality and
availability. January is a pivotal month for first
quarter Cucumber production and gapping issues
often do occur. From past experience, we have
to be super vigilant inspecting incoming
shipments. Here is hoping for the best!

Cello-Pack, Spring Mix & Baby Leaf –
As I am writing my column, all is well and
good for all of the Cello-Packs, Spring Mixes
and Baby Leaf products. But I do know this
perfect world scenario will puff away at any
moment. The first half of January will be a
test of patience and endurance.

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

O-Broccoli Crowns and O-Cauliflower – are
leaning toward the expensive end and should
hold there until mid-month at which point
prices will begin to tail off.
O-Celery – Good supply coming from Yuma.
Landed costs have come off some and
should hold there for a while.

Chili Peppers – Increased volume and
improved quality is a hallmark of January Chili
Peppers.

O-Roots – Another good month for O-Roots is
underway. We are pulling product from
multiple sources and growing areas.
O-Bell Peppers – Growers are saying to
expect prices to remain firm to high until midmonth at which point some relief should
happen.

Happy & Safe New Year!

O-Romaine Hearts – We are now obtaining all
of our O-Romaine Hearts from Yuma. Quality
is spot on.
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TYLER NOL
Making Your Produce Headaches Go Away!
GREEN LEAF CROWNS – are plentiful and
beautiful for the moment. Cold weather may
impact quality.
BETTER BURGER LEAF – Good supply and
solid quality.
BROCCOLINI - ASPIRATION – Last month all was
good and great and I heralded the end of prorated orders and high prices. Now, 30 days
later, we are back at the same point. A few
cold nights settled upon Yuma and supply
instantly fell short of demand.
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BABY SQUASH – The extra acreage Mexico
put into play in 2017 resulted in additional
Baby Squash on the market during the
holidays. Quality is excellent and pricing is
the best we have seen for a while.

SNOW & SUGAR SNAP PEAS – Snow Peas
have been terribly expensive and sourced
from every growing area possible to meet
demand levels. In a single week, I’ve seen
labels from Mexico, Peru and Guatemala.
With the holidays behind us and better
growing conditions in Mexico, prices will
begin to come off.
Sugar Snap Peas are being shipped up from
Mexico. Quality is good and supply is ample.

JAPANESE/ITALIAN/CHINESE EGGPLANT – I
hold fast to BCP’s commitment to using
domestically grown products as long as
possible. SoCal quality is superior and prices
are a bargain for this time of year.

HERBS – Herbs grown indoor are flourishing
BROCCOLI AND CAULIFLOWER FLORETS – We
chugged on through the holidays and now
prices have settled back down. We should be
good to go for a reasonable stretch with only
minor issues to work through.
“7 X 6 ” ROMAINE HEARTS – are doing well.
Quality is spot on and supply is more than
ample.

BABY BEETS – No big changes expected
this month for Baby Beets. The only note of
possible interest is Gold Beets are slightly
higher than Chioggia and Red Beets.

and abundant. Herbs from Mexico, not so
much. A cold front went through the region
that encompasses all of the field-grown Basil
and knocked the quality down into the
average to fair range. It will take another 10
days to 2 weeks before we see an
improvement in quality.

VARIETAL TOMATOES (SMALL) – All Varietal
Tomatoes from Mexico are now being
packed in Clamshells and will be for the
next few months. Currently, the most
reasonably priced varietals are the Mixed
Medley and the Sugar Plum. Yellow Pear,
Honey Bunch and Sweet 100’s are trending
toward the pricey end with tight supplies.
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SoCal and Mexico Berry growers battled
through the holiday season. They must
focus on a very important week for their
profit and loss statements; Valentine’s Day.
They have a maximum of 30 days to be fully
prepared to ship massive quantities of red
and ripe Strawberries everywhere. Let’s
hope they are able to pull off the impossible
come February.

Nap Thyme
Nap Galvezzzzzzzz

Zz

ORANGES – There is a produce truism
RASP, BLUE & BLACK BERRIES – are in
short supply and will hover there for
another two to three weeks. SoCal
Raspberries are very limited. Blue and
Blackberries from Mexico are way behind
their normal shipping quantities.

ASPARAGUS – The “Grass” season in

when it comes to Navel Oranges, “the colder
the weather the sweeter the Orange”. With
the current run of cold weather in Northern
California the Navels are sweetening up just
fine. As a reminder, the 2017 crop is much
smaller than last year’s.
Texas Juicers – We worked through the
Combo Juicers and are now into the
Pineapple variety of Juicers. Prices have
evened out.

Peru is over which now anoints Mexico as our
sole source. The other not so good news is
the Asparagus in Mexico is transitioning from
Central Mexico to Northern Mexico. Any
Asparagus that happens to show up at the
market is expensive and a rarity. It may not
be until mid-January before sufficient
quantities hit the market to make a difference.

Easy to peel Cuties Mandarins are now
available and beautiful. Blood Oranges and
Cara Cara Oranges are also on the market
and awaiting your orders. I think the Cara
Cara variety of Orange actually makes the
best juice.
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MELONS – By the time the newsletter hits
your inbox, Cantaloupe and Honeydew
Melons will be sourced “offshore” from
Guatemala and Honduras.

WATERMELONS –

We’ve had an
excellent Fall/Winter Watermelon season out
of Mexico. Color is less than ideal but sugar
and taste are more than acceptable.

Butternut SQUASH (& Organic) –

Ruby Red Grapefruit –

Texas is still
our mainstay for the uniquely tart and semi
sweet Grapefruit.

All is good with both Organic and nonorganic Butternut Squash. No changes to
speak off. We will be using local product
through February and maybe into March.

LEMONS – Lemons from the Fresno
region are looking better with the recent run
of cold weather. They colored up really well.
Now, for the bad news. The biggest fire in
California history has damaged the Riverside
Lemon crop. The extent and type of damage
as of this writing is still undetermined but
there is a chance it may be quite extensive.

CARROTS – We are presently tapping
Canada and Bakersfield for our bulk Carrot
orders and the plan is to add Arizona as soon
as possible.

GRAPES –

The vaunted and much
appreciated 2017 California Grape season is
officially done. We are now pursuing the best
offerings from Peru and Chile. Quality is
good.

SMOKED

AVOCADOS

–

At this
juncture, it’s too early to assess the extent of
damage inflicted upon the California Hass
Avocado Orchards. We are presently using
Mexico and Chile grown Avocados. As I
“pen” my column, prices are relatively
reasonable
but
they
could
instantly
skyrocket. Especially as we approach Super
Bowl Sunday, the single biggest day of the
year for Avocado consumption.
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was:
1) A – Silver Coin
2) A - Strawberries

The 1st of January was a highly significant day in
medieval superstitions regarding prosperity or lack
of it in the New Year ahead. A flat cake was put on
one of the horns of a cow in every farmyard. The
farmer and his workers would then sing a song and
dance around the cow until the cake was thrown to
the ground. If it fell in front of the cow that
signified good luck to fall behind indicated the
opposite.
Let’s start the Trivia!!!
Never use a messy recipe, the cake will end up
crazy…
You don’t need a messy recipe to make a crazy
cake! One of the zanier types of cake out there is
the upside-down cake, a British cake with a retro
appeal and a topping on the bottom (until you take it
out of the tin and turn it upside-down that is).
Which tinned fruit would you find adorning an
upside-down cake?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Sliced Peaches
Pineapple Rings
Mango Sliced
Orange Pieces

Fax or email me with the answer and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

A silver coin is placed in the dough and then it is baked.
At Christmas dinner this round loaf of bread is held by
the family and turned around three times
counterclockwise. The loaf of bread is then broken off
among the family members. The person who finds the
silver coin in their bread is believed to have wonderful
luck in the coming year.
A Japanese Christmas cake is a white cream cake or
sponge cake frosted with whipped cream and
strawberries. It often has chocolate sprinkled, melted or
strewn on top as garnish. There are even recipes that call
for it to be served on a plate made of chocolate.
Congratulations to our winners:
Martha @ Executive Inn, Imelda @ Miraglia
Catering, Cindy @ Vegiworks, Eva @ Millie’s
Kitchen, Joanne @ Spike’s Produce, Tennelle @ The
Danielsen Co., Ann @ Rick & Ann’s and Nohemi @
Ronaker’s,
Celebrity January Birthdays
Mel Gibson
3rd
Dolly Parton
19th
Ellen DeGeneres
26th
Tom Selleck
29th
Oprah Winfrey
29th

(62)
(72)
(60)
(73)
(64)

Actor
Singer
TV Host
Actor
TV Host/Actress

“May the New Year bring you new strength, new hope
and new dreams” – Lailah Akita

BAY CITIES PRODUCE, INC.
2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

